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MIXED MODELS: THEORY and COMPUTER PACKAGE OUTPU'l* 
by 
S. R. Searle 
Biometrics Unit, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 
Abstract 
Theory associated with mixed models and estimation of variance 
components is summarized in note form. Output from computer packages 
SAS (routines VARCOMP, RANDOM and HARVEY) and BMD (P3V and P8V) is 
illustrated with sample pages from Annotated Computer Output (ACO) that 
is now available for these routines. 
* Invited paper prepared for a Symposium entitled "Statistical Packages for Mixed 
Models with Unequal Subclass Numbers" at the Annual Meeting of the American 
Society of Animal Science, Raleigh, North Carolina, July 29, 1981. 
Paper No. BU-741-M in the Biometrics Unit. 
FIXED EFFECTS MODELS 
e Model: y Xb + e 
l T var(e) = R (usually a2r) - -
fixed effects: unknowable constants, of particular interest, 
no sampling involved. 
Estimation: 
" OLS: X'Xb = X'y 
- --
b (X'X)-~'y, for X full column rank (e.g., regression) 
.... ,.. ...... 
b0 = (X'X)-X'y, otherwise (e.g., analysis of variance models) 
--
GLS: X'R-~ = X'R-1y, for R positive definite (p.d.) 
,.. ,. ... ... .... 
b (X'R- 1X)-~'R-1y, for X full column rank 
,..,.. ,. ,...,.. .... 
= (X'R-~)-X'R-1y, otherwise. 





y Xb + E with E Zu + e 
XB + Zu + e 
-
r 
r (usually r?r) var(e) == R 
random effects: u' [u' u' • • • U I] 
... 1 
-2 ... c 
l 
effects of a random factor 
def J 
var(u) == D == dia~r?I!nl r?r } c ... n 
c 
def 
var(y) V == ZDZ' + R 
-
yijkt ==milk yield of the t'th cow, sired by sire k, 
made in herd-year-season i at age j 
== J-1. + h. +a. + sk + ckt + eijkt l J 





ESTIMATION IN MIXED MODELS 
y =Xb + Zu + e 
- -
v = var(y) = ZDZ' +R 
-i 
D involves unknown variance components 
Estimating fixed effects 
GLS: X'V-Ix£ = X'V-ly 
, ,_ ......... ... ,... .. 
Difficulty: V involves unknown variance components. 
~
They have to be estimated. 
" Estimation is usually from same data as used for b. 
Estimating variance components 
(a) for their own sake 
(b) for use in parameters defined in terms of variance components: 
correlation, reliability and (in genetics) heritability, repeatability 
and genetic correlations 
(c) for use in V for estimating fixed effects 
H 
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PREDICTING REALIZED VALUES OF RANDOM EFFECTS 
Example: For a dairy bull with N daughters having average first lactation 
- ~,-yield y: we use E(s y) . 
General case: y = Xb + Zu + e with V = var(y) = ZDZ' + R . 
,., ,.., ,... ,., ,. ~
Example: y 1. J. = IJ. + s . + e . . , 1. l.J 
Definitions: 
~
j = l, i = l, c: a2 - s, a2 = e . 
s e 
I. = I 
,..1 ,..n.Xn.' 1' =vector of ones, J., n. X n., every element unity. ,..1. 1. 1. 
-1. 1. 
D = si , V = diag[ei. + sJ.}, V-l = _! diag[I. - A.J.} 








}: ( l - A. )y. / e ( n. ) n. ) 
= 1. 1.• = }: 1. - /}:( 1. 












-l A ...........-:--, ) l -
= DZ'V (y-!J.)~E(s.y =s-(l-A.)n.(y. 
-- 1.,.. e 1. 1. 1.· 
A.) - A 
- IJ. = ). . (y. - IJ.). 
1. 1• 
4a2 4s s 
= 4/ (l + p) for e/s = = p = . 
a2 +a2 s + e 
s e 
n. n. n.h 
1. 1 1. 
= = = 
+ n. 4/h - l + n. 4 + (n. l)h p -1. 1 1. 
_........--_ n.h 
E(s.ly) = 1 (Y. - ~). 
1 
"' 4 + (n. - l)h 1 ' 
1 
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METHODS OF ESTIMATING a2 Is 
(Remainder of this paper.) 
BALANCED DATA 
Equate mean squares of ANOVA to expected values. 
Example: 
~
Mean Squares d. f. 
n .. lJ 
2 2 2 2 
2 2 2 2 
2 2 2 2 
yl. J.k = J.l + a· + f3 · + Y · · + e · ·k l J lJ lJ 
Expected Mean Squares 
Mixed Model Random Model Mixed Model 
with E-restrictions* 
Rows 2 Be? +2a2 +a2 
a y e 
Columns 3 6~ + 2~ +a2 6a2 +2cr2 +a2 6~11 +a2 e f3 y e e 
Interaction 6 2~ +a2 2cr2 +a2 2cr2 +a2 e y e y e 
Error 12 a2 a2 a2 
e e e 
~~ Reference: "Linear Models", p. 403, ~" = ~ + o-:;13 . 
Properties: 
Easy to compute. 
Unbiased estimators. 
Minimum variance quadratic estimators and (under normality) minimum variance 
unbiased. 
Under normality: sampling variances known (as functions of unknown r?•s) 
and unbiased estimators available. 
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UNBALANCED DATA 
At least 6 methods: 3 ANOVA and 3 ML ideas. 
A useful computing device 
tr ( Pl . Z ~ Pl .Z '. ) 
-L..I-J-J tr[z ~Pl. (Z ~ Pl . ) 'J -I-J -I-J 
= I: {inner product of k 'th row of Z ~Pl. with itself} 
k -~-J 
=sum of squares of elements of Z~PZ. 
-1--J 
Henderson's 3 methods: -based on ANOVA 
E(MS) terms are linear functions of a2's. 
Equate calculated MS terms to E(MS) terms. 
Solve resulting linear equations. 
Method 1: Uses mean squares similar to those of ANOVA for balanced data. 
~
Easy to compute. 
Not suitable for mixed models. 
Method 2: Adjusts data for the fixed effects so that Method 1 can 
~
effectively be used for mixed models. 
Moderately easy to compute. 
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Method 3: Uses fitting constants sums of squares. 
~
Often hard (or impossible) to compute. 
Suitable for mixed models. 
Not uniquely defined. 
Combinations of sums of squares available for Method 3 
in the 2-way classification, random model. 
(i) (ii) (iii) 
R(a!!l) R(~l!l) R(aj!l,~) 
R(~!fl,a) R(alfl,~) R(~!!l,a) 
R(YI!l,a,~) R (Y I !l, a,~) R(YI!l,a,~) 
SSE SSE SSE 
SAS Output: Type I, for Type I, for Type II 
A, B, AB B, A, AB 
u! Tables: 10.1, p. 447 10. 2, p. 448 
LM p. 483, last 
3 equations: 2nd and 3rd lst and 3rd lst and 2nd 
* "Linear Models". 
General difficulty with ANOVA-style methods: 
No criteria, defined in terms of properties of estimators, upon which to 
choose one method over another; e.g., they all give unbiased estimators, distri-




V = ZDZ' + a2I 
e ... 
(with R = a2I) 
... e ... 
c 
l: z.z~cf: + a2I 
. 1 ... J-l 1 e-l= 
c 
= l: Z.Z!cf: 
. 0 ... J-l 1 l= 
(with ~O = a2, z0 = I) e - ... 
P = V-l - V-~(X'V-~)-X'V-l . 
,.,. ... .. ,. ,. ,.,. ,. 
Distributional assumption: Normality. 
Maximum Likelihood (ML) 
c + 1 equations: 
~
{tr(v-1z.z~v-1z .z~)L{~l. = {y'Pl.Z~Py} , for i,j = o, 1, , c. 
- ... J-J- -J-J J if - -:J-1-H 
Solve by iteration: retain only positive values. 
Large sample distributional properties known. 
,.. .. ,. 1 ,. 
u = DZ'V- (y - Xb) 
-- -
Restricted Maximum Likelihood (REML) 
~: 
{tr(Pl.Z~Pl.Z'.)}{cf:L = {y'Pl.Zj!r}, for i,j = o, 1, c. 
-:J-1-J-J . if - -l... 
Similar properties to ML except REML is the same as .ANOVA, for 
balanced data. 
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No distribution assumption needed. 
No iteration. 
Requires assigning a priori values (w, say) to o2•s. 
D , V, P are D, V and P with w's in place of o2•s • 
.... w ,..w .... w ,.. ,.,. ,.,. 
Solve c + l equations: 
{ tr(P Z.Z~P Z .Z'.)}{~} = J y'P Z.Z~P vl , for i,j = O, l, c . 
... W ... J..-1.-W ... J ... J l l ... ... W ... J..-l...w1J 
Note: w is numeric and so is P 
... w 
Estimator depends on w. 
There are many MINQUE's. 
REML and MINQUE 
~
REML involves iteration but MINQUE does not. Yet equation systems are 
essentially the same, except that MINQUE involves an a priori value w in P 
in place of a2. If that w were used as the starting value for the iterations 
of REML, the resulting first iterate would be the MINQUE based on w; 
... 
i.e., lst iterate of REML = a MINQUE . 
Iterative MINQUE 
~
Having got the MINQUE, ~w)' based on w, now use it in place of w; and 
keep going, i.e., iterate MINQUE. This gives REML; 




Special case of MINQUE: i.e., a particular w. 
w' = [a2 = 1, all other d2•s =zero]; P =I- X(X'X)-X. 
... e ... w 
SAS VARCOMP: ingenious computing, no matrix inversion, and feasible 
even for very large data sets. 
But remember, MINQUEO is based on a priori values of zero for all 
variance components save d2. In many cases this may not be at all realistic. 
e 
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( DATA SET 1 ) ~is!: composite~· 
VARIANCE CCMPO~ENi ESTI~ATION PROCEOLRE 
CLASS LEVEL INFORMATION 
CLASS LEVELS VALUES BALANCED DATA 
A 3 1 2 '3 
B 4 1 2 3 4 
NU~BER OF CBSERVATIO~S IN DATA SET = 24 
TYPE I SS TYPE' I MS EXPECTED MEAN SQUARE RANDOM MODEL 
448.00000000 224.00000000 VARCERRORJ + 2 VARfA•BJ + e VARfAJ 
~6.0000000C 12.0DCOOOOO VARCERRORJ + 2 VARCA•BJ + 6 VARCBJ 
136.COOO!lOCC 22.66666667 VARCERRORJ + 2 VARCA•BJ 
250.0000000C 20.8:!333333 VARfERRORJ 
e7o.oc~o!looc 
~These are actually Henderson Method III estimates (see page 5), but are the same as ANOVA estimates 
ESTIMATE V' because the data are balanced. 
~5.16666667 
-1.77777178 
0 .CJH.6666 7 
20.83~3333~ 





e 70 eilOilOODD '; 
(224- 2~)/8 = 25~ 
12 - 2;:f )/6 = -1 ~ ~ This negative value plays a role in maximum likelihood estimation (see page 9). 
( 2;:f- 2ct)/2 = 11/12 





EXPECTED MEA~ SQUARE 
VAf.fER~OR> + 2 VARfA•E> +~ 
:meED MODEL 
(rows as fixed effects) 
~ A quadratic function in the effects 
for Factor A. See 1M 401. 
VARtERROR> + 2 VARCA•E> + 6 VAR!BJ 













V ARC B) 
VARCA•Bl 
VARCERRCRl 
I DATA SET 1 l 


































- ~: ~ ~ ~~~ ~~ ~ Same as AN OVA estimates on page I, because the data are balanced. 25.1E666E&7} 
20.8:!333333 
- :::.. )2 
- ~-.: j~ 
... 
MIVQL~(O) estimation assumes normality. It is the same as MINQUE (which requires no distributional assumptions) with the pre-assigned value of var(y) 





where~ yepresents fixed effects and the ~i fori= 1, ···, c + 1 are vectors of the effects for each random factor, with ~c+l = !• the random errors, and 
Z 1 = I. Then, for a2 being the vector of variance components to be estimated, including the error variance, a2 1, the estimation equations are _c+ _ _ _c+ 
{tr(MZ.Z!MZ.Z~)}Q2 = (y'MZ.Z!My} 
-1..1--J-J - - -1..1_;;, 
for i,j = 1, ···, c, c +1, 
where 
M = I - X(X'X)-X' 
--- -
These ecrc;ations can be written in equivalent form as 
(s/s elements of Z~MZ.}~ = (s/s of elements of Z~Y.y} 
-1--J - _:!_;;, 
for i = 1, c+l. 
The above output is of this form: 
128 0 32 16 ::~I 1358!; 0 108 36 18 216 C) 
32 3f llh 22 n, 11240 12 
16 18 22 23 2~1 I 8·:\ ~ 12 
(P2) 
12. 
Derivae of the term.s in tl~ese eq,.~t.ior.s i~ i11ustrate·J on pagr: ). ~ e 
e e e I DATA SET 1-] 
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD vARIANCE CCMPONENT ESTIMATION FRCCECLRE 
EPENDENT VARIABLE: Y RANDOM MODEL 
ITERATION OBJECTIVE VARCA> VARCB> VARCA•B> VARCERRCRl 
n 71'..21992029 22.63766340 Ci.OOQ00019 0.82455065 18.73978758 
1 78.066311~9 14.43!142667 o.oooocooo 0 .427333'52 20.03304904 
2 78.03224210 16.04623292 CoOOOOCOIJO o.OH84525 20.1)4761726 
3 78.02882715 16.2025311'2 o.oooooooo 0.00302434 20.085518~6 
4 78.02868361 16.163348% c.oooccooo 'l.CCCOOOS3 20.09394261 
5 7e .02868324 16.15583146 (!.00000000 o.oocoocoo 20.095 !)76 72 
6 78.02868323 16.15489553 o.oooooooo o.oocooooo 21).09521793 
-
CONVERGENCE CRITERION M~T 1 i 
Tr.e convergence criterion is that two successive values of the logl~l (the objective function) differ by less tha~ 0.00000001. 
Tr.e equations for maximum likelihood· estimation of variance components from unbalanced data have to be solved iteratively. For some cases of balanced 
data (e.g., see Corbeil and Searle, Biometrics, 32, 779, 1976), the equations can be solved analytically. This is not so for the 2-way crossed classifi-
catior.. ~andom model (e.g., J. J. Miller, Technical Report 12, Stanford University, 1973). When iteration is required, the SAS Manual indicates that it 
begi~s oith using the MIVQUE(O) estimates as the initial values. 
I~ all cases of maximum likelihood estimation of variance components, solutions of the equations have to be confined to positive values (the parameter 
space' ~~order to be estimates. This is usually handled by truncating negative values to zero- and by keeping them zero in successive iterations. 
T"·~cation of this sort has occurred here, for ~ (with starting value -16/9 from page 1) and for 02~. This effectively reduces the case to the 1-way 
classi:ication model 
y it = J.l + ai + eit for i 1., •. ·, 3 a' and t l, 8 = r.', with a ' a and n' bn. 
Accc~.:.:.~_gly (Corbeil and Searle, loc. cit., Table 1) the estimators are, for this l-way model, with SSE' SSE + SSAB + SSB and SSA' SSA (see top of page 10 
ar.d 
The ,·:._'-;,ctive functior. is 1ogl;:l -see page 10. 
ML '=- :::-.:.ter, the 0hjectlvc fur.ctior· is 
02 
e 
SSE for this 1-way model 
a'(n'- 1) 
02 = J:(SSA' _ if?) 
a n' a' e) 
1[448 - 2oJ,..) 
B\ 3 21 
36 + 136 + 250 
3(7) 
¥12~) 




= 16.1547619 . 
t 
To 4 decimal places. these are the solutions i~ 
the above output. 
With rf' 
f3 
0 and r? y 0, we have V =I® (o2 1r: + o2 J 8 ) and so lvl = [(o2 l'(o: + 8o2 )]3. 
-3 e.., a- - " . a ~!ence. fc'r -: :-.~ 
loglvl = 21 lc•gif' + ? 
"' .) 
log(? + 8?) 
e a 
21 log 20.0952 + 3 log [20. 0<1)2 + 8( 1.: .. l5h<l'] 
~ ~ 
78. t)?8. 8;: 2~:(-,W;,. 13 
IV 
I DATA SET 2N6 CNESTED,BALANCED> I 
~AXIMUM LIKELIHOOD VARIANCE COMPONENT ESTIMATION PROCEDURE 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: Y 
ITERATION OBJECTIVE VARfA) VARCBU)) VARCERRORJ 
0 :33.73133,.46 1H.S333333~ 5.,.2361111 5.72916667 
1 36.23441597 20.2333,.221 10.619029,.3 10.181H689 
2 ,.3.76701889 101.83288952 932.,.030'0711 ,..2n22U6 
:3 '+9.80718H,. 378e08,.H592 ,.'+91.55,.95835 ,..189,.593,. 
,. 55.,.'+00018'+ 1502.'+36950,.8 18572.88237597 ,..172186H 
SERIES DIVERGED, PROCEDURE TERMINATED. 
This is an error. 
The data are balanced, and the ML equations have exact solutions - see page 14. As of May 6, 198o, this error is being investigated by SAS personnel. 
Two features of this investigation are as follows. 
(i) When initial values a2 =a; = a2 = s, say are used (i.e., each component given the same initial values), then for sin the range 1 through 3.3, 
ex ... :ex e 
the resulting estimates are 
? = o, 
ex 
~ = 82.915927 and ? = 6.25. 
... :ex e 
The error seems to be related to the definition of the ~esting. Having put ? = 0, the other estimates are correct, because a2 = 0 reduces the model 
ex ex 
to ykt = ~ + t3k + ekt fork= 1, ···, 4 and t = 1, 2, 3, with the following analysis of variance: 
Term d. f. s.s. M.S. E{MS} Estimates 
Mean 1 3072 AN OVA ML 
Groups 3 1020 340 a2 + 3a2 e 13 02 = 33~/3 = 11~ B ? = ![1020 - 6t J = 8211 = 82 916 B 3 12 . 
Error 8 50 @ a2 02= 6i '02=6t 4 e e e 
Total 12 4142 
14-
e WII e 
e 







V AR ( A) 
VAR I !' lA) > 
VARIERROR> 









e I DATA SET 2NU <NESTEO,UNBALANCED> I 
VARIANCE COMPO~ENT ESTI~ATION PROCEDURE 
CLASS LEVEL INFCRMATION 
CLASS LEVEL~ VALUES 
A 2 1 2 
e ~ 1 2 3 
N U M 8 E R 0 F 0 8 S E R VAT I C.~ S I N 0 AT A SET = 12 
TYPE I MS EXPECTED MEA~ SQUARE 
e 
~ is !: composite page. 
DATA SET 2NU 
(nested, unbalanced) 
(See pages 15-17.) 
864.00000000 { VARfERROR> • 2 •••••••• 7 VARfBfA)) • 5.33333333 VARIA) 
20.00ilDOOOC VAR<ERROR> + 2.16666667 VAR<BCA>> 
21.11428571 V AR (ERROR) 
Henderson Method III estimates, equivalent to ANOVA estimates (see page 15), because 
the data are nested. 






V Ali fA) 
VARIEU.)) 







1117. 77!'19 (141 
27.1201'57~f. 
3.571897!::.7 
SSQ polATR IX 
B<A > 
14.22£22222 









1 fJ76. 00000000 
rerivation is showr. on pages 18-19. 
IX 
15 
r- DATA SET 2 1 This is ~ composite page. 
VA~IANCE CCMPO~E~T ESTI~ATIC~ PRCCEDLRE 
OEPE~DE~T VARIAELf: Y 
SOURC: DF TYPE I s~ 
A 3 R(a!l-!) = 1 f 2 • ·1 0 ,· ~ n U U C 
B 2 (I l '"" "''r··-~· RJ3!-!,a =«-··"·' . .,,,. 
ERRCR 3 SSE = 12 .~~c ~.~' :oc: 
CQPR [rfE[ T ~'~Hl 8 4 3 2 • 0 r; \; r· .\ c ,j :~ 
VARIA,CE CCV?JNE~T ESTIMATE 
[54-4-.259259(50)]/2.148148 = :~-~ll~3:~~:} 




SOURC> [" TYP' I S~ 
A 1£2.rr•. •~· 
B :0 g.!>& •. ': ' •: 
c.Rf<(C 3 lZ· .. , ,- 1 ·>~ · 
c c R f. " r T E c .,. r, T ~ L e +'-'~. •. r :· 1 1 ;, :: •· 
VAPit.'CE c··•c_·N::'.T L~Tl~t.F 
VAH ~ l S 0 • . ' ' ,: ·, ' ) r } 
iL .• - ... r•· . '.J V~P p·:c ·.: l 
e 
RANDOM MODEL 
TYPE I MS EXFECTED MEAl\ SGLAFE (See pages 23-24 and 26-29 for derivation.) 
54.n·:co~cCI VAR<ERROR) + r..~59~592f VAF<B> • 2.1~814815 VAR<Al 
1 2 9 • J ~ ,; c 0 ~ c c VAR<ERRQR) + 2.5 V~R<E> 
4.'JC!;QQ((•r. VAR<ERROR> 
This is Henderson Method III estimation. 
Based on R(~,a,j3) and R(~,a) but not R(~,J3). 
This is sub-method (i) as described on page 25. 
TYPF 1 1"~- EXPECTED MEAN SG~AF[ 
54o!E-~Lc~r VA~<ERRDRJ + r.?5S~~S2E 
12c..~c tC .. 1r VAP!ERRO~l + 2." V~R<Bl 
4.'F •jL'lf VtFIERROR> 
MIXED MODEL f Factor A 
VAilfBl •8 
(rows) is fixed. 
With rows as fixed effects, only R(J3!1-!,a) and SSE are used. 
sub-method (i) on page 25, ignoring R(ajl-!). 




DEPENDENT VA'dAELE: y 
See comments on page 20. 
~AXIMUM LIKELIHOOD VARIA~CE CCM~CNE~T ESTIMATIC~ PRCCECLPE 
ITEI'<AliC"i CBJECTIVE VA.~C/ll VARCBl 'vARHRRCRl 
34.lO'iR4587 12.76471'+3< 14.11'+78621 2~.8'112911': 
33.92856173 l5o43C.3224c 15.7163ts555 2C.71+C77187 
:? 3~.7106(121 17. 718C 15H· 17.65145797 17.94%0474 
~ 3~.49921369 l'Oo87117Ef 19.566125Cl 1: .48fiS980r: 
4 3~.27f2'156Cl 21.92CP43f~ 21.3890~554 1~.341:!788'0 
5 33.C;5f22572 2~ofo66S7J2~ 23.10%€:489 11.52341287 
f, ?-::'.84E47r.13 25.7CS426"E 24.72~C~845 l~o00630u58 
7 ~2.661':2672 27.45()9S8~f 26.24H2646 E.7~C:S3548 
P, 3?.49<;77193 2 c • r. o 3 7 74 7 r 27.6777:?!:52 7o74'il'l631 
9 32.3677393(;, 3~.f351()45f 29. ;12897202 f .94 Hu69e 
1 r. 32.26::12246 32.f657123: 30.288Gu277 f:o3C065174 
11 32.18'318674 :.~.~7ll874C:f 3lo4411C:f:82 ~.79S22997 
12 ~~.l~f!"'b646 34.~3427231 32.47278632 ~ • 4 1 ~ ~54 !J 2 
13 32.10 t'72643 35.543~23<-: 33.31::987295 5o1136924'5 
14 3<..o7E:3714 3t:.~91S13fc~ 34.12652896 4.88869491 
!~ 3t..C647731·' 37.C852:.H~ 34.7456t04~ 4.72r27~4= 
16 :! 2. O:'·fb 7292 37o635P'l7':-l 35.2379278~ 4oS9~498lf'l 
17 32 • .}5242261 38. %259H ~ 35.61978626 4.50~50535 
1 p ~~.1;4';98321 32.:8E432~~ 35.9C9Bul75 4.43719456 
19 3~.:'",4Cf7473 3P.£:''f'12..,~f 36.12635516 4.3!'!'91698 
2 32.04798452 3t.t0U4;P 36.28'592C2) 4.:!54156(14 
21 32o047f25G2 38.9357'5l+4l 36.4023:)76~ 4.32'322499 
~~ 32.~474~95:! 3c.r2c;c;~7t:~ 36.480:559';8 4 o311 ''3f:6C 
~ '1_ ~~-"47:4449 3C::.f·97:~j;:U 36.5472071!~ 4o298t7:4~ 
~4 32.~4n%(.:! ~-=.14£.;:'~'+7( 36.59;•686f.2 4o289El27P 
~5 32.~47:27141 3'3 .18~6!:,14: 36.62176lf31 4.22~1641)4 
;6 32.G472:894 ~~-~o~~f-2~7 36.64~93144 "·278~791~ 
"7 ~£. :"4 72~2~-3 3".2229f~f<" 36.65071839 4.27:~213~ 
~e 32.t"1 47~494~ :'fCo2354797f 36.67·)94924 .:.,27~ .. ·u7Sl 
~·" 3~.-47~47b4 3S.<4437aE~ 36.6 7£93265 4.2713646~ ,, 3 2 • ", 4 7 ;-- 4 7 !' 3 :! c • ~ c: ·: 7 :· J ~ ~ 36.6846"44C • .27C1<;84t 
'1 3<. '4 7~ 4662 '1.C.~~5l<:=Jf7 3£..1'8Pf::'24" 4.2f:C~7-~6P 
:;-- 3~.:;47:'464~ ~c..~st- 7 72~. 36.6914<:2<:4 4.26f-7b~<= 
·~ 3~. '4 72 46~·1 3~ .~6t~t4 ,~c. i 36.fS35221"< ". 26!::'664. 
'4 3;:. ~4 7~·462(. 7 r:.~t:2246F~ 36.6<l49E2<l1 4o2EP·7~fo~ 
.. 3~ ... 47?4(.~~, ~c..;-f~:t6Lf :!6.695°1':~3 4o2f7Ff~7: 
')(; 3~.:4724622 :!c...:E'lc.Sl., 36.6% 7lrE4 4o2£7711i'Z 
~7 32. "47~40~1 ~s.:M47tc;: ~· 36.6'j72256" 4.26 7ft~E 1 c 















rr•vr.c:c•,([ C~lT:F.I'' "'T 
VAPCFJ) 
2'; o 7°7C~.396 
2 ~ • f; 7 -. f.. E 1 2 S 
31."44~:.74~ 
~~. 7t <,2374 4 










;' 0 1f,C423C 
2 • !' 7 ~ ~ ~ ( F 4 
~.C~lc_p~~7 




~· • ~ \. ~ C". r:. 9 1 , .... 
:.~·.'14f4 .. ) 
::>.r~,·4~J4F 
e 
This is ~ composite page. 
RANDOM MODEL 
MIXED ~O:CDEL 
(rows are fix~1 effects) 
/7 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: Y 
SOURCf OF TYPE I SS 
A R(alll) 1 e.oooooooo 
B R(t~IIJ.,CX) 2 11.63636364 
A•B R (Y Ill, a, 13) 2 36.36363636 
ERROl! SSE 2 1Co00000000 
tORR ECTED TOTAL SSTm 7 66 • (l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
VARIANCE COMPONENT ESTIM~TE 
VAPlA) -2 .99Plt375 r 
1/ARlE) -5.27500000 
YAP lA*Il > 10.E75COOOC 
VAR (ERR OR> s.caooocoo 
DEFENDENT VARIA~LE! y 
SOURr~ C~" TYPIC I ss 
A 1 & • r· c 11 c ·) o o f' 
B :> ll .f:'f~636ll 
A •E 2 ~6.3f36:'1£.3f. 
ERROR 2 1 r: • ~' fl r.1::;" or .• ; 
CORil rrTE:c T"TAL 7 fob •!. I' !:L ·111 \: f, 
VAiliA~CE COMPC~f~T E!:-Tl"tT[ 
VAIICC) -5.~7':f'~~( J 
V AR (I •8) !C.f-7~C~Or'l 
VARCEPROR>e '5.ti'J~":.~(,C~ 
I DHA SET 3 ) This is ! composite page. 
VARIANCE COMPONENT ESTI~ATIO~ PROCEDURE 





This is Henderson 
RANDOM MODEL, WITH INTERACTION 
EXPECTED MEA~ SQUARE This is Henderson Method III estimation. 
VARlERROR> + loS V~RlA•E> + Oo25 VARfB) + 4 VARcA> 
VARlERROR) + lo28787879 VARCA•B> + 2o5 VARlB) 
VARlERROR) + 1.21212121 VARlA•B> 
VARffRROR> 
Derivation 
is shown on 
pages 35-38. 
Method III estimation 
Note: This is Henderson Method III estimation using SAS GLM 
Type I sums of squares for fitting the factors in the 
sequence A, B and AB. The same estimation method could be 
used also on SAS GLM Type I sums of squares for th~ sequence 
1 1 7 1 11 
= 4[8- 5 - 12(10S) - 4( -5fij)] 
r5ft -5- 1~<10~) J/2. 5 
(left- 5)/(13¥11) 




~ •. )CU(.o(l( OC 
-~ 1 0 
5 11 
-w 
= 10 ~ 
B, A, AB, or on SAS GLM Tj-pe II sums of squares. 
mates would not be the same in all three cases. 
dence with LM is as follows: 
SAS LM 
Type I for A, B, AB Table 10.1, LM 447 
Type_! forB, A, AB Table 10.2, LM 448 
:he esti-
Co!'respon-
Type II 3rd and 2nd to last eq".:;.tions 
on LM 483. 
MIXED MODEL 
E,FECTED MfA~ SClARE (rows are fixed effects~ 
V~PlERROP> + 1•= V~RlA•P.) + 0.2~ VAP.CP.) + GCAl 
VARcERROR> + 1o287b7P7Y VARlA*B) + 2.5 VARCB> 
VAPCERRORl + 1.21212121 VAR(A•Bl 
VAfl(ERROR> 
In the random model, cr;, ~ and ~ are estimated by using SSE, R(Y!Il,a,~) and R(~l~,a), r~:pec­
tively - as above. These are unaltered in the mixed model, with factor A taken as fix~1. 
















A • E'. 
ERRGR 
e e 
I DATA SET ;-] This is ~ composite ~· 





























These are different from Henderson Method III estimates (page XIV) 
because the data are unbalanced. 
SSG I"'ATFIX MIXED MODEL 





















These are different from MIVQUE(O) for the random model (as above) 




DEPENDENT VARIA~~~: Y 
e 
r=o:~A SET 3 ] This is ! composite ~· 
~A~IMUM LIKELIHOOD VARIANCE COMPfNENT ESTIMAT~ON PRCCEDURE 
RANDOM MODEL 















































7.9 8136 399 




CONVERGENCE CRITERION ~ET ~ Starting values of ~ and ~ are negative (page XV) and are truncated to zero. 
ITERATION OBJECTIVE 
(', Ho65859268 
1 1': o8C.H! 1693 
2 1~o729~~67E: 













16 1 S.671268fJ 
~7 1'::.6712E:2~·8 




... 2 1~ob7l25511 







CO!JVfPG[!:f[ CPITERIGr-. ~[T 
When ~ ~ and ~ have all been set to zero, the ML estimate of a! is 
02 =SST /8 = (458- 392)/8 = 66/8 = 8.25 e m 
VAR(P) VAR U*l? > VAR «ERROR> 
u.roooc:H' 7.32951128 2.49955128 
<J.rooooutl 4.18520679 3.65379027 
~.t.!!CO:JOC( 3.6364.2962 3.98398155 
·~ • t.OLGi.~Ct 3.30099665 4.208687117 
f'oCOOOOJlr 3.07614816 4o369J8275 
o.touc~>;,tc 2.91859634 4.48610758 
~.Cill(djOJtr 2o8U539591 4.57252343 
O.(;,)IJGOIICI 2.72279251 4.63680159 
GoCuCG(IlJi:C 2.6619042b 4.&8483547 
~.rooJOQCC· 2.61671477 4o72r;F-4(i0 0 
.;. • ('O~(j(\ ,;( ( 2o58:!0167l' 4.747!:8689 
~.r.-:.c.;uorr 2o5578C3r.I llo76823U~ 
;...cCoili)IJ~c.c 2o53ti89173 4.78355396 
\i.QuloOCiiLi ?.5246824~ 4.79!:.1003': 
~ 2o5139921e 4.8(138(1E62 
:.rc.o!!Lut·~ 2.':.0594173 4.811)37399 
uoCGi.oC,O;;Ct 2o4S987492 4.1:115329'12 
o.CJOOuli~CI 2 .4953110!'2 4o81~~f,Q37 
cr. c \iouutH. r. 2o'+9185GJ!:. 4.821!'92'+~ 
t' • (.) ( (; ·: i.1 (I ~.4E924657 4.824 ... 236~ 
r. ol ii~llCJt r 2o4!i72f,174 "ol:l25632n 
:'orvr.C.ui.ICi. 2o48!'i79F.6:' 4o826f;47f,8 
.:.cr.utont 2.484&7SC1 4.~27765:..7 
I 2.41138337!, 4oB2f!lj5782 
D.COOOCIJU 2o4b319545 4oll21'Q8Q94 
,. • ~ o r. :. '·; J t r 2.4~27135:' 4o829~7"0f\ 
i..runn ·,_.rr 2o4!!:?34C:62 4o82C:£7431 
L .C.;Lt~J! ( 2.41'207111'1 4ok29P.99E:-" 
loi:GtCC.lU Zo4EI11:16721' 4o83~l·6974 
;..r-.ra.~:Hr :>.41'11710!;7 4oi!3';191'23 
~VI 
MIXED K>DEL 
(rows are fixed effects) 
Even though as = 0 rejuces this 
to a 2-way nested model 
~+ai +Yj:i +eijk' 
the data being unbalanced means 
that there is no simple structure 



















[u~;TA SET 4 ] This is ~ composite Page. 





























Different from Henderson Method III estimates (page XVII) because the 
data are unbalanced. 
SSQ ~'ATR IX MIXED MODEL 













VAFIA~CE CO~FO~ENT EST! MATE" 







Different from MIVQUE(O) for random model (as above) and from 
Henderson Method III estimates (page XVII), because the data are unbalanced. 
MAXIMUM LIKELIHCOD VARIANCE CCMFCNE~T ESTIMATION PRCCECUPE 
GEF[\~ENT VA~IAELE: Y RANDOM MODEL 









.. 7 • 1 .·. ,, 57 9 : 7 
)7.:.:1621f-!',(j 
17 •. ~ ·'71 !H<EP. 
11. ~ t•f "· 9 c 7 f 
17.r~t:~·~4l'f 
l7o'.v6~0::.2'"7 
1 7 •.• ; 6 y ~ 2 < 1 
17. f'! ..;£:. ~ ~ 2 t::, (j 




















"'. n 0(· c.:; coo 
l.oCIC.(;OI.OCO 
V:OR H l 
V~RIA•E> VP.PfERROR> 
.;1.37170641 3 o2ll- 3062A 
l>oJ2J'54C55 3o80341643 
Co tG 1Jl2<;:'!6 3.64520224 
o.r·u·~!":JO!J~ 3o5P .. 2u639 
r .C•LC~DC::JO 3o567"l':.:Jl'l 
u.o·~~.oooon 3.564r•2381 
u.~C.GiJOOIJO ~.5632091\'5 
ll • 'J r· c u o o 0 ·j ~.563045)2 
n.cL:·:Jt,.JJ 3o563vllfl0 21 
VA~lA•Pl VARHRRClRl MIXED MODEL 
)r.47?1~Q':i" 





2 .85•)01100 J (rows ar"' r;x,·d eff<>ct.s) 
(!"\IJIJ!~C:EII.Cl CP!T~F<FI .,.fT 
2.8~0~000~ off~-----, 
1 I 
10(.(;::- R(u,a)] = 28.5/1•) = ~·.85. XVIII 
I. 
~ 
** IN THIS V~~SIC~ 0~ ~~C•~v -
TI--"'"RE ~u~T E-f AT L~;.~T C' ~ RA';[(IV. CC"'PC'f.[';T 
I~ ADCITIC~ TO T"E Ff~I~~!L• 
I~ Rl~"L t~rSTR!CT(C w!YI"LW Ll~rLI~OCr> I~ USEC 
THr HYf-."H-!!:51') OPTIC~ !~ 'CT lV~II.HLr:. f'ULTIPLE 
~U~S AR~ RE~UI~ED TO yr~T ~lPrTHE~E~ 1~ T~IS CASE. 
PRCt;RA,. C':f\TRC.L I"!FC"f'~TIC:. 
/PRCELE" TITLr IS •2~'v t,R!\~O~oCSl•. 
/l~FUT VARIAeLE~ IP~ ~. 
FO~M~T IS •tr2.CoFl.O,r~.Cl'• 
C~~ES ARf ~~. 
/VA~IOBLE ~A~ES AR~ ~C~oCrLU~~,c~r. 
/Gt:5 I -:r. 
/Ef~C 
CEPE\CE~T I~ CE~. 
FANI)C'~ I-: P.r I. • 
I? A N ':\~I" I ~ r C L t; ~.. • 
~A~DC'l" IS FC~oCC'LU,.~. 
R~A~FS A~E ~~~,C~LU~~,•co~•CGL•. 
FRC~LE~ TITLE • 
2~AY X,Ra~~r~,~Sl 
. . . . . 
NUMrER 0~ VARIA8LE! TC CfAC I~ ••• • • • • • • 3 
N~u 0 ER OF VARI~ELE! ACCES ~v TRt~SrCFf'ATIO~S. • D 
TCT~L NU~~EP OF VARIA~L~S • • • • • • • • •• • 3 
N~MnER GF CASES TO REAS I~. • • • • • • •• • • 24 
CASF LABELI~G VARIA~Lf~ • • • • • • • • • • • • 
LIMTTS AN~ l"!SSING VAL~E C~ECKED 3t"fOPE TF3NSFCR~ATIONS 
9LA~KS AR~. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ZEROS 
H.Fl!T L~,IT f\UMI3ER • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 
RlWIND !~PUT U~IT PRICD TC REACING •• CATAo • • ~0 
N~~nER 0~ ~CROS OF DYI\A~IC 5Trr~~E ••• • • • • 15000 
INPUT FOR"' AT. • 
(F2.0,Fl.Oo1'"2.0) 
VARTABL~S TO EE USED 






MINI~ll~ ~A'<P'U~ ~'lSSII\G 




















NOTE--CATEGORY NAMES Et"GT~NI~G WITH • WERE GENERATED BY T~E PRCGRAM. 
NUMPER Of CIS K(AC ••••••• 24 
• 
-::ATA SET 1 - Ra~.d0r.-. !'~odel 
Control cards. 
Statemer,t "METHO::; = ROO," is :-.eeded !-.ere whe:: R~~!L esti:r.atio:: ~s 
required. 
Default method is 1·!1. 
Both ML and REML are iterative procedures. .A l!".axir.:c.;..-:-. :· . .;..-r."::er o::' 
iterations ca::; be provided for by the co!ltrol stater.-:e:-.t 
MAXIT = n. 
When running a series of data sets, the control state~e::ts for 
one set carry over to the next ur,less re-specified ";;;:,· ,,ew 
control statements. 
INTERVAL RANGE 
GREATER LESS THAN 
















o.o = 1 1 
o.c = ~-







-2•LCC<MAXIMLr LI~lLirlCOQ) 1'+6 .1~772t ,-------, 









0 • 0 
-4,f'074 











CELL C3S[RVt.:.C PFECICTEC ,T,CEV, DESERVE[-
oes CPS PPE[. PREDICTED 
10,0CCC 17.0000 2.4~44 -7.0000 
14.0COO 11.occe 2o4C44 -3 • () 0 c 0 
16.0000 17.0000 2.4'344 -1.0000 
22.0000 11.oo~c 2,1.'lljlj s.ocoo 
12.0000 17,0000 ;?,4"'+4 -5.0000 
18.0000 17.00!11' 2,4C44 1.0000 
9,0COO 17.0000 2.4944 -8.0000 
1'l.OCOO 17.00~0 ~.4S"44 2.0000 
23.0000 17.0000 2.4'344 6.0000 
25,COOC 17,0['0(1 2,4°44 8o00CO 
11,0000 17.0£100 2.4'?44 o.o 
21.0000 17.00£10 2.4°44 4.0000 
24.0000 17.0000 2.4C:44 7.0000 
32.0~00 17,0001:: 2.4q44 15.0000 
18.0000 17.0000 2.4°44 1.0000 
24.0000 17.[10(10 ;:>,4"!44 7.0000 
13.0000 17.0000 2,4 <;44 -4 • 0 c 0 0 
17.000C 17.0000 2o4C44 0 .o 
8.0000 17.0000 2,4G44 -9 .oooo 
1?.0000 17.0000 2.4°44 -5.0 0 0 0 
16.0000 17.0000 2.4c'+4 -1.0000 
12.ouou 17.00~(1 2,4'"'44 -s.cooo 
7.0000 17,0000 2.4°44 -10.0000 
19.0000 17.0000 ?.4'?44 2.0000 










5. 4 7 98 




~-. 4 7 98 
5. 4 1 'le 
s,47ap, 
5,4798 
"·. 4 7 98 
5. 4 7 91l 
5. 4 7 98 
5. 4 7 91l 
'5.4791l 




5," 7 9P 
S • 4 7 °1' 
5. 4 7 98 
5. J: 7 98 
II 
e 




With ~ = 0 = ~' :he :r.odd :--ed.;ces to 
the 1-way c1assificatio~ wit~ 3 levels of a 































if' = 4 22/21 = 20. 0952 
e 
if' Q (448/3 - 20. 0952\IE = lE.l547. 
t 
T:-.is is a', :-.ot a' - 1, ceca use of !~. 
(See Corbeil a~d Searle, 3iometrics, 779, 
1976, Tatle l. \ 
tog I vi + r. + -r.P,o;;: 2rr (see page 10\ 
e - -e 
tog [ (cr2 f (cr2 + 8"a2' ]3 ... 2- + 2:. to&:: 2rr 
e e- e o: ~ -e 
2ltoge(20.09521 + 3£oge[22.J952 + 2(1~.15-,1] 
+ 2'-' + 2- (1. 83721 
= 63.0101 + 15.018 + 68.1~90 






= 2QA/a'(:-.' -1\ = 2(20.0952\2 /21 
e 
= if'/3 + o2 /24 (with 02 
a e B 
16.1547/3 + 20.0952/24 
0 = (J2 \ y 
6. 2222. 
38.4589. 
2[(n''02 +o2 ) 2 /a· +a4 /a'(n' -l']/~·2 a e ' e' ' ' 
(20. 0952)~ 
+ 21 -s 2 {[8(16.1547) + 20.0952]2 = b4 3 
t 




-2~ = 2(20.0952)2 
-4.807. 
a'n' (n' -1) 3(8)7 
(see LM 416). 
23 
DEPL~CE~T VA~IAELE O~S 
PA'<t."~TEP. ESTI~'~if 
ERFo..VARo 20.0952~fC<=5~ 
CO~. STJ.NT 17.COOOOCCGCC 
RCI. 25 .48tcc:: <~ 
CCLL'~'N c.() 







[' 0 c 
~. ~ 
1~'1 .1045~4 
VARl-''-CE·C~VAFIIA~~rE t'ATR;i C" l'"'E Pd"Awt:T::~S 
C:RR.Vt"• (':)~.'>TAl\ T ROI.: 
ERi'loV~R. :!e.4=~c:; 












TI:e data aye bala~.ce:i a~.d so REI·lL 
estimates a::d A'lOVA estimates are the same. 
02 = 20.0952 as i~. ML, see page II. 
e 
(12 = (448/2- 20.0952)/8 = 25.4880. a . 
v(02) 
e 
= 38.4589, as o:: page II. 
- =; =; . ,__ ".? v(:: )=o-3+o-24 (wit:t.~=O=o:-:) 
·.. a e !::) y 
RO\ol -4 0 PC7t. o. ~ 7e~t .60 OF J 
= 25.4880/3 + 20.0952/24 9. 333. CCLU '-'~J (1.0 ~. c o.c 
ROW• CCL o.o o. " o.o 
SOU 'IrE ';UM OF c.~. ME~ r-. 
SGUARES s;.u ·.p, E 
COt-;STANT 514.0203 1 514.U20~ 
ERRGR 381.8096 1G 20.CC52 
RESIDUAL ANALYSIS 
CELL CBSERVED >FEI":ICTEC n.CEII. 
o~s 0!:?~ !"REC. 
10.0000 17.000(1 3.0551 
14.0000 17.00CC 3.0551 
16 .OGOG 17.0Ct'O 3.0~-~1 
22.0000 17.0000 3.0~51 
12.ouoo 17.0(100 ; .• 0551 
18.0000 17.0('()0 3.c:.s1 
9.0000 17.0!'0C 3.0:51 
19.0000 17.0000 3.0551 
23.~000 17.000(; 3.05=1 
25.0000 17.0000 .3.0551 
17.0000 11.or.oo 3.0~51 
21.0000 17.0000 3.0551 
2'+.0000 17.COOO 3.('551 
32.000G 11.ocoo 3.0:,51 
1P .0000 11 .ot~ (10 ! • 0 ~· ~ 1 
24.0000 17.0COC 3.0~51 
13 .ooo c 17.00r:'O ; .• (1551 
17.0000 17.00CO 3.0::051 







































































v(~) = 2[(:1'02 + "32)/a' + o4 /a' (,,• -l)]/n' 2 a e e 
= 2 J[8(25. 4880) + 20. 0592]2 + (20. 0952)~ 
v;- ' 2 21 -J 
= 784.600 
cov(02,02) = -4.307, as on page II. 
a e 
This is a pseudo a~alysis of variance table yielded 
by versions of BMDP3V dated prior to 1980. It is an 
attempted analysis of variance for the fixed effects 
in a mixed model (in this case, just ~), based on the 
asymptotic properties of the preceding variance-
covariance matrix. BMD personnel advise that as of 
August 1, 1980, this table is being replaced by 
hypothesis tests for the fixed effects usjng the 
same variance-covariance matrix. 
2Lt 
e 
e e -p3ve :::lATA SET 1 - Mixed Y,ode 1 
CELL INFC~~tTION FOR V!~IbELl C~~ 
CELL .. fU, sr.r~v. Ct:EF. OF 
V t ~"I !. TIN; 








4o5Ecc~ 0.~0446 F.COOOC * 1.0000 
4.Es~~E c.~02EO ~.ocooc * 2.oooo 
4.2toes~ o.~23H. F..ooooo * 3.cooo 
·/r{xi -ii)2 /(!1-1) fo!' each "cell", i!'_ this case, row. 










11.oocoococco = :Y 
-2.0CC'GCOOCCC'} _ ... -
6.0 G C C 0 0 0 C 0 C ~· i .. - :: 
o.o~CJ2 = o = 02 









-2•LOGCMAXIML~ LIKELI~r.OC> 136 o 0 l !:8!: 3 
VARIA~CE•CCVARIANCE.: ~&T~IV 0F T~E P&OAWETE~S 














(a's, ~ow£, fixed~ 
ML estimat io~. 
With r?: = Cl = d2, tl:e model !'diJCes to B y 
yi~k = u + ~i + eijk 
02 = 422/24 = 17.5833 
e f 




(\. 0 ~. 7 ~2f 











o. 0 o.r 
o.o 
"· r o.o o. c 
0 • () ('. ,.. 
GROUPING VARIAELES DU~MY VA~TAEL~S 
RCiol 
.. 1.0000 1. 1 • I) • 
* 2.0000 1 • 0. 1 • 
• 3 .oooo 1. -1. -1. 
OBSERVED Pfl[OICTEC SCoCEVo 
MEA~ I'I[AIIi PREr. 
15.0000 l'S.OO!!C lo4P25 
23.0000 23.0000 1. 4 1'2 5 





= .)02 /8 
e 









v{Y ) = o2 /24 = 17. 5833/2L = . 7326. 
. • . e 
- - ) ~(1 1 1\ 
v(yi··- Y ... = 0e E + 24- 12) 
17.5833/12 = 1.4653-
For 5 i = Y i .. - Y ..• 
A(1 1 1\ 
cov(oi,oi' \ = 0! 24- 24- 2[} -. 7326. 
2~ 



















VARIANCE-COVARIANCE ~ATRIX OF T~~ PAPAMETERS 
ERi(.VAR. 
ERR.VAR. '3.76:6 
CON5TANT 0. 0 
ROll -a.ocoo 
COL< ROW> -3.2552 

























VARIANCE-COVARIANCE ~ATRIX OF THE PA~AMETERS 
ERi'<.VAR. CONSTANT ROW 
ERR.VAR. o.76~6 
CONSTANT 0. 0 Pl.OOOO 
ROW 
-o.oooo o.o 52504.0000 
COLCRO;,ol 












This is ~composite page. 
l:JA'IA SET 2:;'< - Ra~.doe-. Model 
T~C-TtiL F~O~A~ILITY 







See pag-2 1~. 
REML estirnatior: 
~
Same as ML except t~at 
02 _ ~SSA + SS3(Al] 
a- bnla-1 a(b-ll 
t 
a-1 for REML 
a :for ML 
(See Corbeil and Searle, Biometrics, 779, 
1976, Table 1. ) 
02 = 1r 972 48] a Bt_-1- - 2 = 158 
= ANOVA estirnat,,, S'c(: page 13. 
~' e 
e 

















~ 5. 5 94 ~ 112f H 
P.1.6737~66 
VARIA~CE-COVARIANCE "ATRl) OF THE PAQAMETERS 
























COL CROW> 1.1527117{.14 
-2•LOGIMAXIMUM LIKELIHCOr> 





















VARIANCE-COVARIANCE ~ATRIX OF THE PA~AMETERS 
ERR.Vt.R. C0~1 STAII:T ROW 
ERR.VARo 107.0£>03 
CON~ T ANT o.o 79.4~30 
ROW 99.1790 o.r 51083.0547 













7r:is is a ~· 
DATJ-. SE7 2:;'1..1 - Rar:do:!: !~ojel 
T~C-T,IL PROEA~ILITY 
<~:Y~FTOTIC THeORY> REML esti:natio:-





Starti:1g values fo!" ~!:e iterative p!"oced·ze 
a!"e 0 for all cr2 's except a2. T".e!"efore 
e 
the !"es;.;ltir:g solutior.s to th'O- RE:XL equatio:-,: 
fo!" ? are t!".e same as MI::-IQUEO estimates; 
i.e., t!:ese are Mr1Quc0 estimates (seep. 19 
(ia) RE!-!L(lJ... o:-.e ite!"atio:. (!WCI'l' = 1\. 
..---- These values are not MINQUEO estimates -
and are shown solely to emphasize that it 




(ii) ~fter con~ergence 
c.11e These are the REML estimates. 
They are not ANOVA estimates because the 
data are unbalanced. 
27 



















VARlANCE-COVARIA~C~ ~ATkl) OF Tf-'~ PACA~ETERS 




















ccr .. s TA"' T 
RG!. 
COLUI'f'; 













VARl~NCE-CJV~QI~\C~ ~~TPIX LF T~E PA~~~ETERS 
!CR~.VAG. CG''S.,.PH RCII 
ERR.VAR. 12.~704 
cor,sTANT 0. c 28.:?624 




COL i.J I'~! -ll.E302 c.c 
1626.0891 
84.2421 2487.7388 
SOURCE SuM OF C; .F • t-'E At; 
SGUlfi~S SGUtRE 
COII.STANT 7.0:11 1 7.0511 




CELL 05S~'lVE[l PREDICTED ST.DEV. OBSERVU1- sT.rEv. 
08::0 OBS P"EC. PREDICTED 0-P 
18.0[;00 flo7t42 s.~H2 9.235-'l 8.~809 
12.CCO~ ilo7f-.42 5.3lf-2 3.235b 8.~809 
24 • %0 c 8.764? 5.3:62 15.2358 R.~809 
0
.0GOC' 8o7f.4? 5.:Hc2 0.2358 8.~809 
3.0000 8.764? 5.3162 -5.7642 8.~809 
1:,.ocoo 8.7642 5.3162 6.2358 8.3809 
6.0000 8.7642 5.3162 -2.7642 8.3809 
:::. 0 (J 0 0 8.7642 5.3162 -5.7642 8.380q 
u;.oooo 6.71,42 5.~162 9.2358 8'11~ HYPCTf-'E31S '>'41'1 ~.or ~V.Ail~Pl[ IF P '" L r ~ u < c l1 • 
This is ~ cortposite page. 
).r..:.t.. :0': 2 - Ra~.:ior; !•:o:iE: 1 
1 P.' C· - T t. I L P R C: t: A:: ! L I : Y 
<~~Y!-'VTOTIC Tf-'~CFYl 
0. 0 0 4 
TWC-TAIL PROeABILITY 
<.ASYMPTOTIC THEORY> 
(· \ \ l 
RI~·IT.. es-: ir:.a~ io~--
Zero iteratio!". 
~
These are Mr1Ql'EO estimates (see 
pages 30- 31\. 
o.C99 
(ii)~ 
These are the REML estimates. 










CELL I~FCRVATIO\ FO~ va~I!EL[ C~< 
CELL "'[A·. sr.:.rv. rc EF. c ~ CGU.T 
VAOI~TIC 1 • 
lc.COCCCI f.DCUOC 0.~~"1:3 3.COCOC 
2 :;.ccuco c.c c.c 1.0CCOC 
3 C:.CvC·i.rO 2.4t:=2F 0. 0 t.2hl 2.CGCOC 
4 9.00000 7.~372':.· O.F~1"'2 ~.o:ooo 




















1.22~ ~c !:7lf7 
r·.~127t:b~C23 
2&.11513f771'? 
-2•LOG<MAXI~UM LI~ELIHOC~> 43.5040<.31: 


























* 1.0000 1 • 
+ 2.0000 1 • 
















1 • 0 • 0. 
o. 1 • 0. 
0. 0 • 1 • 
-1. -1. -1. 
FREDIC TE~ ~D.L~t"V. 
Mt:: ~ t. OR[[.. 
lf\.O!'GO 3.4SG2 
lolE.37 3.7c~:: 
I' • 0" <,f: :r-.~214 
0 .0~'0C 3.4'502 
~~ 
.:-'. -·-· 
























0 • c 1" 
l.: e I_; 
c • c 





_ - ~'~ixe :5. ~·~o::'=" l 




ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR OEPENDE~T V~RIA8LE 
SOURCE ERROR TICR" SU,. CF 
SQUARE.S 
1 "EAN 6936.000 
2 ROW RC 448.000 
3 rOL '{C 36.000 
4 RC I C R C l 1:!-6.000 
5 I< R C l 2~0.000 
ESTIMATES OF VARIANCE CC"'PONE~TS 
~ 











5 lC RCl 


















CELL AND MARGINAL MEANS 
R = 1 2 
15.00000 23.00000 
c = 1 2 
17.00000 16.00000 
c = 1 2 
R = 1 12.00000 19.00000 
2 24.00000 tq.ooooo 



























































EXPECTED MEAN SQUARE 
211(1) + 812) + 613) + 2(11) + (5) 
8(2) + 2111) + (5) 
6(3) + 2(4) + (5) 












EXPECTED MEAN SQUARE 
24 ( 1) + 6(3) + (5) 
8(2) + 2111) + (5) 
6(3) + (5) 
2(11) + (5) 
(5) 
DATA SET l 
Random Model 
Mixed Model 
a. The symbol (2) here represents a quadratic form in the a.'s, the fixed 
effects. See Table 9.10, LM 403. 1 
b. The model being used is the one that assumes the interactions add to 





i=l ij 0 ' 
as in Table 9.10, LM 403. But the estimated interaction variance com-
ponent is of the V .. 's and not of the V'.'j 's, i.e., 
1J 1 
0. 91667 = (l2 = ~ ~ V a-1 V" 
based on (38), LM 4o4. 
c. Using theE-restrictions for the Y's, as shown in b, means that 2(4\ 
is omltted from E(MSB) for columns - see Table 9.10, LM 403. Hence 
the estimate for~ is different from that in the random model: 
Random: ~ = (12 - 2~ )/6 = -1.77777 
Mixed (Y:j •O), ~ • (12 - 2011!6 • -1.47222 ·,} 0 
e 
OEPENJ~NT VAR!AEL:: Y 
SOUr r 0: TY F c I C:XPE CTf'l ~·E AN SGUARE 
DS1 RANDOM MODEL 
G[r-.;ERAL~CEOURf 
This is ~  page. 
DATA SET l - Random Model •. 
RCI.i E(MSA) = VA•IE~k0RJ + 2 VAPIROW•COLl .. 8 VARCROI/l The data are balanced, and so mean squares Types I. II, III and 
COL E(MSB) IIA.k P'RROR > + 2 V./lRCROI.I•COLJ + 6 VARCCOL> IV are all the same. = 
ROiJ•C'!L E(MSAB) = VAP((PRI'R) +? VtRCROII•COL> 
sour.n: TYP" I I EXP"CT~r MEAN SQUARE 
R 011 VAPCERRr:l'iJ + ? VAR CR OI.I•CCLJ + 8 VARCRCII> These are the expected values of 
COL VAr::crRRORJ + 2 VAR cR ow•rou + 6 VARCCOLJ these mean squares (ACO a2 : SAS VARCOMP, p. 2). 
ROIO•rrL VHIERRCPJ + 2 VARCRCW•COLJ 
SOUl\ C E TYP f I I I [)(P[C!EO Mt:Af'.< SQUARE 
ROo. VARIERRORJ + 2 VAR CR OW•COLJ + 8 VARCROWJ 
COL VARC[RRCP) + 2 VAR CROioi•COU + 6 VAR CCCL> 
ROll• cnL VAPC"RRORl + 2 VARCROII•CGU 
SCUkCE TYPE IV EXPECT~n MEAN SGUARE I @ ROW VARCERROR) + 2 VARCROW•COLJ + 8 VARCROWJ I 
COL VAfiCERRORJ + 2 VARCROW•COLJ + 6 VARCCOLJ 
ROW•COL VARCERRORJ + 2 VAR CROW•COLJ 
SOUi\ C E OF Stll'1 OF SGUARES MEAN SQUAPE 
I 
F VALUE FR ) F R-SQUARE c.v. 
1100f..L 11 620.00000000 56.36363636 2.71 0. 0 5 07 Oo7126lili 26 o8li91 
ERF<uR 12 25Clo00000000 20.83333333 S TO OEV Y ME AN 
CORRECTEC T0TAL 23 870.00000000 
---------
lio56435465 17.00000000 
SOURCE DF TYPE I ss F VALUE PR > F OF TYPE I I ss F VALUE PR ) F 
ROW 2 li48.00000000 10.75 0. 0 021 2 448.00000000 10.75 0.0021 
COL 3 36.00000000 0.58 0.6417 3 36.00000000 0.58 0.6AI17 
ROll• CCL 6 136o00000000 1.09 0.4223 6 136.00000000 1.09 0.4223 
SOURCf ['F TYPE I I I ss F VALUE PR > F OF TYPE IV SS F VALUE' PR > F 
ROW 2 448.00000000 10.75 0.0021 2 H8 .0000 0000 10.75 0.0021 
COL 3 36.00000000 0.58 0.6417 3 36.00000000 0.58 0.6417 
ROW* cnL 6 136.00000000 1. 0 9 0.4223 6 136.00000000 31 1.09 o.A~223 T 
DSl MIXED ~OOEL, ROWS FIXED 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PPOCEOUPf 
DE P U' DE N T VA R I A e L c : Y 
QUADRATIC FOR~$ OF FIXE'D EFFECTS 
IN THE EXPECTtD ~fAN SQUARES 
































































The data are balanced and so all of Types I, II, III and IV mean 

















This is _<::composite page. 
DATA SET l - Mixed Model, Rows Fixed 
TYPf": I ::XPECTEJ MEAN SO CARE Replaces 8a2 
l C1 
E(MSA) = VARI[RRORJ + 2 VAR<ROW•COLl + Q<ROid 
E(MSB) = V~P<~RROR) + 2 V~R<ROW•COLl + 6 VAR<C0L> 
E(MSAB) = VH<CRROR> + 2 VAR<ROW•COL> 
npr: II ~XPECTEr ~EAN SGUAR~ 
VAF. <ERROR) + 2 VAR<ROII•COL> + QCROII> 
VAR<ERROR> • 2 VAR <R 011• COL> + 6 VAR<COL> 
VAP<ERRCR> + 2 VAR<ROw•COLl 
TY~'F. I I I EXPECTED MEAN SGUAPE 
VAR<ERROR> + 2 VAR<ROioi•COLl • QcROI.l 
VAP <ERROR) + 2 VAR CROI.I•COLl + 6 VAP<COL> 
VAP.<FRROR> + 2 VAR<ROw•COLl 
TYF'f IV EXPECTEP ~EAN SGUARE 
VAR<ERROR> + 2 VAR<ROioi•COL> + GCROio'l 
VAR<E'RROR> + 2 VAR<ROII•COL) + 6 VAR(COL> 
VAP<ERROR> + 2 VAP<ROW•COL> 
for this mixed model, in place of a2 in the random model (page I), a quadratic in the a.'s. As shown in Table 9.9, 1M 401, this quadratic is a 1 
a 3 ~ .E (a. - a)2 = 8 .E (a. - a)2 /2 
a - 1 i=l 1 i=l l 
3 
for a =! .E a. 
i=l 1 
For the expected sum of squares this is 
3 ["l] [ ~ si:l (ai -a)2 = 8[al a2 a3)[!3 - t~3] :~ = [al a2 a3] ~:
e 
This matrix is 
~ 
-~ :: ][:;] 5! -~ 
this output. It needs to be divided by a- l = 2 to be the Q(row) of 
E (~square) here. 





























DS2NU <NESHD UNl'ALANt:Ee RANDOM MCDEL 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PRCCEDURE 
TYFr I EVPECTEJ ME~~ SQUARE 
VA~!fQRORl + 2.~E666667 VAR<COL<ROW>> + 5.33333333 VAR<ROW> 
VAR<FRROR> + 2.16666667 VAR<COL<ROW)) 
TYF~ II EXPECT~~ MEAN SQUARE 
VAR<FRROR) + 2.~6666667 VAR<COL<ROW>> + 5o33333333 VARCROW) 
VA~<ERRCR) + 2.16666667 VAR<COL<ROW)) 
TYPE III EXFECTFD ~EAN SQUARE 
VAR<~RRCR> + lo76470588 VARCCCLCROW)) + 4.23529412 VARCROW) 
VAR<ERROR) + 2.16666667 VAR<COL<ROW)) 
TYPE IV EXPECT~~ MEAN SQUARE 
VAR<fRROP) + 1o76470588 VARCCOL<ROW)) + 4.23529412 VARCROW) 
VAR<ERROR> + 2.16666667 VAR<COL<ROW>> 
OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE 
4 924.00000000 231.00000000 10.64 
7 152.00000000 21.71428571 
11 1076.00000000 
CF TYPE I ss F VALUE PR > F OF 
1 864o00000000 39.79 0.0004 1 
~ 60.00000000 Oo92 0. 4 78 6 3 
rF TYPE I II SS F VALUE PR > F OF 
1 1 , ..... 117647 3 60.00000000 26o02 0.0014 1 0.92 0.4786 3 
See equation (13), page 8. 
v 
This is a c 
----
DATA SET 2NU - Random Model 
See page 15 of ACO a2: SAS VARCOMP. 
Type III is for the ~-restricted model, and Type IV is 
the same, because it is a nested model. 
This expectation is shown in equation (39) on page 16. 
The sum of squares is calculated for the ~-restricted 
model; but its expected value is taken under the un-
restricted model (see pages 15-21). 
PR > F 
0. 0 0 42 
STD OEV 
4.65985898 
TYPE II SS 
86't .oooooooo 
60o00000000 
















PR > F 
o.ooott 
0.4786 
PR > F 
0.0014 
Do't786 
OS4 WITH I~TERACTION, RANQOM MODEL 
GE~ERAL LINEAR MODELS PRCCEOURE 
DEPt.ND:::NT VA.~!A8L;:: Y 
SOUI\CE TYFF I EXPECTED ~~A~ ~GUARE 
ROW EMS(o:ll-l) =VAPI[RRORl + 2.13333333 VAR<ROW•COL) + 0.133333333 VAR<COL) 
COL E t4S (13!!-l,o:) =V~kiERRORl + 1.74242424 V4R<ROW•COLl + 2.83333333 VAR<COL> 
ROW•U'L EMS(Y!f.l,O:,I3) =VA~='<fRRORl + 2.1RlE.1818 VAR<ROW•COU 
SOUI\U TYPE I I EXPECT~" M(8N SGUARE 
ROW E MS(o:ll-1,13) = VAR!FRROR> + 2.21618182 VAR<ROW•COU + 4.4 VAR<RCW> 
COL E MS(13I~<t,O:) =VARIF:RROP) + 1.74242424 VAR<ROW•COLl + 2oE3333333 VAR<COU 










TYPE III EXPECTF:O MEAN SQUARE 
VAR!~RROR> + 2.18181818 VAR<ROW•COL> + 4.36363636 VAR<ROWl 
VAR<ERROR> + 1.71698113 VAR<ROW•COL> + 2.81132075 VAR<COLl 
VAF<ERROR> + 2.181?1818 VAR<ROW•COL> 
TYPE IV EXPECT(" MEAN SQUARE 
VAR!ERROR> + 2.18181P18 VAR<ROW•COL> + 4.36363636 VAR<ROWl} 
VAR!COL> VAP<ERROR) + lo83333333 VAR<ROW•COL> + 1.83333333 
VAR!ERRORl + 2.18181818 VAR<ROW•COL> 
Xll 
e 
+ 4.8 VAR!ROW>} 
E M&*(al~,s,YJE -~ 
E M&*(sl~,a,-fJE 
DATA SET 4 - Random Model 
(with interact ion) 
Same as page XVII, ACO 02: 
taking expectations under 
the unrestricted model. 
SAS VARCOMP. 
These are expectations under the random model of mean squares 
used in the fixed model for testing 
H : o:l - 0:2 + i ( y 11 + y 12 - y 21 - y 22) = O 
H' [: 
0 -1 l 0 -1] 
1 -1 o 1 -1 [l31 132 13 3 Yn Yl2 Y13J' 0. 





sou~ co: J.F. 
TOTAL 24 
TOTAL 




~ See page III 1 
for explanation. 2 






DATA SET 1 RANDOM MODEL wiTH I~TERACTIO~ 
L~AST-SQUA~[S ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
y 
SU'-1 ::JF S:;UAKE:S 'lEAN SQUARES F ;:>~03>" 
7SOE:.OOGOOC 
7556.000000 629.666667 30.22'+ 
6336.QQOCOO 6936.000000 332.328 o.oooo 
'14~>.000000 224.000000 10.752 0.0021 
36.000COO 12.000000 0.575 0 .6 '+ 1 7 
136.000000 22.666667 1oORB 0.4223 
250.000COO 20.833333 ~ 
K FOR RANDOM EFFECTS COMPONENT !ROW >= 8.oooo DEGREES OF F~EEDOM = 2. 
This is ~ comp-e page. 
DATA SET 1 - Random Model (with interaction Y 
see ;e,aae....£ 
0! = 2ci 
--------------------------------------Coefficient of a2 in E(MS rows). 
a 
SS, CP, MS, MCP, VARIANCE AND COVARIANCE COMPONENTS 
JOB ROW COL R'iM RHM SS OR CP 
y y 442o00000000 
K FOR RANDOM EFFECTS COMPONENT !COL ):: 6.0000 
'IS DR COV 
224.00000000 
DEGREES OF F~EEDOM = 3. 
COMPONENTS 
25.39583333 ~ ~ 
a 25t-§ 
SS, C;:., MS, ~CP, VARIANCE AND COVARIANCE COMPONENTS 
JOB ~OW COL R-iM RHM SS 0~ CP MS DR COV CJ"lPONE'HS 
y y 36.00000000 12.00000000 
-1.4 7222222 ~ ~ = -1* 
K FOR RANDOM EFFECTS COMPONENT !ROW•COL ):: 4.5714 DEGREES OF F~EEDOM = 6. 
SSt CPt MSt MCPt VARIANCE AND 
JOB ROW COL RfiM RHM SS OR CP 
y y 136.00000000 





"lS JR COV 
22.66565567 
CQMPON~'HS 
0 .4 01 0 41 !> 7 ~ ~ is wrong. 
This coefficient is not correct. 
SAS HARVEY is not designed for handling interactions in mixed models. This h~s been 
confirmed (OCtober 1, 1980) with the program developer, w. R. Harvey, Dairy :cience 
Department, Ohio State University. ~ ~ 
I 
:ruRi>- r:'.F. 
TCT q ?4 
T C T 1 L "- E ["_! C T F· ~~ E-
MU-~ '. ~ See page III 
R C. for explanation. ? 
CCL ~ 
DATA SET 1 RANDOM M0DEL NO INTEPACTIO~ 
L FAST-S G Ll A;; ' : ~ ~. 'L Yo I ~ 0 F VA R It. N C ( 
y 
<;Ur-' CF ,:~uc·,.-., 
71'H."·Oln C 
742r.cc~L·C c 








1 0 .446 
o .51'- n 




Tnis is ~ composite page. 
DATA SET 1 - Random Model (no interaction) 
Rt:l'>o'Jt...". 11'1 
4 4 .~J • ~ 0 :j !-, ~· 0 
3t}.JC0~C~ 
3/Cr:,ncercc 21.444444 '02 
e 
K FOk R~I'IDf'lM. fFFECTS CC'MFC"F:~ T IFC\· ): 8.0000 DEGRFES OF FREEDO~ = 2. 
~S, \P, '-'S• 1"\F'• VARit~;c<:e AND COVI\RinNCE CO"'FC'N'NTS 
JOr "·:w C0L RHM RHM :s fJF: CP MS OR COV 
y y 44",CCOOOOOO :.'24.00000000 
K FOR RANDOM FFFECTS COMPO~ENT !COL ): 6.0000 DEGREE~ OF FREEDOM = 3. 
SS, CP, MS, ~cP, VART~NC~ AND COV~RIANCE COI"PCNF.NTS 




RHM SS OR CF 
y 36.00000000 
NOR~IL TERMINATION OF PROCEDURE HARV[Y---~"~OPLEM ~0. 1 
MS OR COV 
12.00000000 
COMPOI"ENTS 
2~ .31S44444 ~ ~ = 2~ = ~ 
COMP CNENTS 
~ 31 '02 
-1.57407407 ~ t3 = -154 = t3 






Colwnns within rm<s are 




TOTAL REr1UCTION 4 





SOURCE 0 • F. 
e 
CATA SET 2~B<NESTED BALANCE)> ~ANDOM MODEL 
USER MEAN = 0 
L~AST-SQUA~ES A~ALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
y 
SU,.. OF S::JUA~ES 
SST 








{ 24.000000 24.uooooo 
50.000000 
y 

















This is !: comp-e page. 
DATA SET 2NB - Random Modd 
Specification of YM 
The user can specify an estimate of' Y ... , :le~oted YM. 
If YM is not specified, it is taken as zero, in which 
case sums of squares are as shown. 
Output for YM = 15 











































24.000000 3 .94 0 
6.250000 
USER MEAN = 16 
MEAN SQUARES F 
255.000000 40.800 
o.o 0 .o 
972.000000 155.520 
24.000000 3.840 











= 4142 + 12(152 ) - 2(12)(15) (16) 
4142 + 2700 - 57 GO = 1082. 
~ (y. "k - YM)2 - SSE = 1082 - 50 = 1032. l.J 
N(Y- YM) 2 = 12(16 -15)2 = 12. 
Output for YM = 16 
K FOR RANDOM EFFECTS COMPONENT !ROIJ >= 6.0000 DEGREES OF F~E~DO~ = 1. 
SS, CP, MS, MCP, VARIANCE AND COVARIANCE COMPONENTS 
J03 ROW COL Rrl., RHM SS OR CP MS OR COV 
20 y y 972.00000000 972.00000000 
K FOR RA~DOM EFFECTS COMPONENT !COL ): 3.0000 DEGREES OF F1EEDJM = 2. 
SS, c~, MSt MCP, VARIANCE AND COVARIANCE COMPONENTS 
JOB ROIJ COL RHM RHM SS OR CP MS OR COV 




a 1 S 0 • 9 5 B 3 3 3 3 3 = ( g-(2 - 6~ )/ 6 
For the mixed model, with rows fixed, 
only this and a; = 6t are calculated. I COMPONENTS 
~ 
t3 5.31666&57 = (24 - 6ffl/3 37 
16~ 
t 




























H~A Ifi!Dt:R 7 
This is ~ composite page. 
DATA SET 2NUCNESTED UNBALA~CED> QA~DOM MODEL 
LEAST-SGUAR[S ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE DATA SET 2NU - Random Model 
I 
v 




%4o'lltl176 160{ 1 2 • o o o coo 48.000(100 152.000000 
R(~:al~,a), as on page 6 
"lEAN SQUARES F P~09>F 
'+75.200000 21.884 
1620.941176 74.~49 0.0001 
564.941176 26.017 0.0014 
12.000000 0.553 0.4814 
21+.000000 1.105 0.3827 " 
21.714286 ~ = 2~, as on page 6. 
~(aj~,~:a)~, due to rows, in the ~-restricted model. [See pages 7-10, especially equation (14) on page 10; and also page 11.] 
~(~ja,~:a)~ [See page 11.] 
K FOR RANDOM EFFECTS COMPONENT CROW ): 4.2353 
1' 
DEGREES OF F~EEDOM : 1. 
SSt c~, MSt MC~, VARIANCE AND COVARIANCE COMPONENTS 
JO~ ROil COL R'IM RHM SS OR CP MS OR COV 
20 1 1 y y 56'+ .91+1176'+7 56'1.94117547 
~Cij_ ·> a ~~~:a~ 
~<al~~~=a)~/1- 2~ 
417 
4 2 ..... , .•. 
= 417 = coefficient of ~ in E K. (a ~~~:a)~ under 




02 under the restricted model. 
a 
[See equation (29), page 16.] 
K FOR RANDOM EFFECTS COMPONENT CCOL ): 2o1667 DEGREES OF FREEDOM = 3o 
t 
SSt CPt MSt MCFt VARIANCE AND COVARIANCE COMPONENTS 
JOB ROW C.OL RHM RHM SS OR CP MS OR COV 
20 y y 60.00000000 20.00000000 
NORMAL TERMINATION OF PROCEDURE HARVEY---PROBLEM NOo 20 
e JV 
= 2 ~ = coefficient of ~ in ~(~:a! ~,a) = R(~:al ~,a). 
20 - 2~ 72 























337 Warren H~ll. Com('ll Uni,ersity 
Ithaca, Ne:-· York 148H 
ANNOTATED COMRJTER OUT ruT (ACO) 
for ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE and for VARIANCE COMPONENTS ESTIMATION 
An Annotated Computer Output (ACO) is a manual for helping statisticians 
understand the output from statistical computing routines, especially routines 
designed for analysis of variance calculations and for variance components esti-
mation, particularly when those routines are used on unbalanced data (i.e., 
unequal-subclass-numbers data). The ACO for a computing routine consists of 
output from processing small sets of hypothetical, unbalanced, data having differ-
ing numbers of empty cells. The output has been annotated with extensive notes, 
comments and description, using notation and methodology of Linear Models, S. R. 
Searle, Wiley, 1971. Each ACO is authored by S. R. Searle and a colleague, is of 
some 30-70 pages in length, of ~ X 11 size, and includes the data sets and their 
basic analysis of variance calculations. 
ACO's are available for analysis of variance calculations for fixed effects 
models, and for variance components estimation for mixed and random models. For 
the fixed effects models, two of the data sets include covariates. For the 
variance components calculations, three special data sets are included so that 
the data sets cover a range of balanced and unbalanced data, of crossed and nested 
classifications, of all cells filled and some empty, and of data with and without 
interaction. Hand calculations and computer output are given in this case both 
for random models and for mixed models, and many details of the derivation of 
individual output values are also shown. 
An ACO is available for the following rmltines·: 
Fixed Effects Models 
BMDP2V, 25 pages 
GENSTAT (ANOVA and REGRESSION), 76 pages 
MOPI' (MINITAB, OSIRIS, P-STAT and _!ROLL) 34 pages -
RUMMAGE, 29 pages 
SAS GLM, 67 pages 
SAS HARVEY, 59 pages 
SPSS (ANOVA), 34 pages 
Variance Components 
BMDP-V (P3V, P2V and P8V), 60 pages 
SAS GLM VARCOMP, 59 pages 
SAS HARVEY, for a2 (approx. 40 pages) 
SAS RANDOM (and NESTED), 47 pages 
Upon receipt by the Biometrics Unit of f,5.00 U.S. for each ACO ordered (cash, 




To: Biometrics Unit 
339 Warren Hall 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, New York 14853 
U. S. A. 
Please mail Annotated Computer Output (ACO) as follows: · 
For fixed effects (analysis of variance) models 
copies of BMDP2V 
copies of GENSTAT (ANOVA and REGRESSION) 
copies of MOP!' (MINITAB, · .QSJRIS, ~-STAT and !ROLL) 
copies of RUMMAGE 
copies of SAS GLM 
copies of SAS HARVEY 
copies of SPSS (ANOVA) 
For variance components and mixed models 
copies of BMDP-V (P3V, P2V and P8v) 
copies of SAS GLM VARCOMP 
copies of SAS HARVEY, for a2 
... 
copies of SAS" RANDOM (and NESTED) 
TCYrAL: copies 
They are to be sent to: 
Enclosed is ~ 
------
(~5. 00 per copy). 
(please print) 
NOTE: An order will be mailed only nfter the check for it has been received. 
Thir. is the only jnvoice thnt will be u~ed. 
